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Executive Summary
This East‐West Study is intended to take a broad look at east‐west transportation needs in
Avon/Washington Township. The rate of traffic growth in Avon over the last decade, while
high, has not been as rapid as was anticipated. To address the projected congestion, INDOT
had planned to widen US 36 through the heart of Avon; however, INDOT is now likely to rescind
this project. With these changes, the long‐range transportation issues in Avon need to be re‐
evaluated. The goals of this study are:
 To examine INDOT’s proposed US 36 widening and present a unified Town response to
the project;
 To develop a comprehensive list of potential improvements to east‐west travel in
Avon/Washington Township, including alternate modes of transportation, while
considering that US 36 may or may not be widened by INDOT;
 To seek public opinion regarding proposed improvements: what types of improvements
are appropriate for each east/west corridor, and how available funding should be
prioritized;
 To evaluate the cost‐effectiveness of proposed improvements and select a few
alternatives for further study.

During the progress of this study, the status of INDOT’s US 36 added travel lanes project went
from “postponed” to likely cancellation, pending the release of upcoming planning documents.
Also during this study, it was intended to review the recently‐updated MPO Travel Demand
Model to help determine future traffic volumes in the area; however, at the conclusion of the
study, the model was still undergoing refinement. As such, the study focused on need
identification by corridor, solution identification by corridor, and public involvement activities
to seek public support for the funding and implementation of improvements.
Public involvement activities included public meetings on two separate dates, followed by an
online survey to help identify and prioritize deficiencies and potential improvements to the
transportation system in Avon.
The recommendations of this study include some specific actions for smaller‐scale
improvements as well as additional study toward larger‐scale improvements:
 The Town should work with INDOT to implement smaller‐scale, cost‐efficient
improvements to US 36, such as signal system upgrade/interconnect and individual
intersection improvements.
 The Town should improve intersections as needed, add turn lanes where needed, and
construct sidewalks or trails along all corridors.
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In addition, the Town should consider the following potential improvements to east‐
west travel, by corridor:
CR 100N: Widen to add a travel lane in each direction, using updated traffic forecasts to
determine the limits of added travel lanes. Where added travel lanes are not needed,
widen to a three‐lane section (with center turn lane) or improved two‐lane section.
US 36: Coordinate with INDOT regarding signal system interconnect. Enhance crossing
safety at strategic locations with marked crosswalks, pedestrian signals, and refuge
islands.
CR 150S/200S: Develop a multi‐modal improvement plan for high‐volume vehicle and
bus traffic with consideration for pedestrian/bicycle traffic on County Road 150 South
by Avon High School.
Roadway improvements should be top priority for transportation funding, particularly
intersection improvement projects and particularly those along County Road 100
North. Pedestrian/bicycle network improvements should be the second priority for
funding, especially along County Road 100 North and County Road 100 South between
Dan Jones and White Lick Creek. Further market study should be performed before
pursuing transit improvements, such as a park‐and‐ride stop.
The following improvements warrant further study.
CR 100N: Study the County Road 100 North corridor for the feasibility of potential
widening, intersection improvements, and pedestrian improvements. Use the updated
traffic forecasts to determine the limits of added travel lanes.
Intersections: Develop an updated list of short‐term and long‐term intersection
improvement needs for the Avon area.
CR 150S: Evaluate the County Road 150 South corridor between SR 267 and Dan Jones
Road (the segment including Avon High School) for potential widening, turn lanes, and
pedestrian improvements.
Non‐Motorized: Identify missing pedestrian/bicycle links on the Priority Loops 1 and 2.
Do a feasibility study for the Town to install sidewalks/trails adjacent to developed or
undevelopable areas.
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to take a broad look at east‐west transportation needs in Avon.
The entirety of Washington Township will be considered as the study area since Avon’s
corporation lines are irregular. US 36 is the primary east‐west route through Avon, and INDOT
has studied widening US 36 from four travel lanes to six (three in each direction, plus turn
lanes). INDOT’s studies, however, considered US 36 in the context of the entire network of
state‐owned highways, and did not consider the impacts on adjacent local roadways. INDOT’s
US 36 project has been postponed, and the future of the widening is in doubt. The goals of this
study are:
 To examine INDOT’s proposed US 36 widening and present a unified Town response to
the project;
 To develop a comprehensive list of potential improvements to east‐west travel in
Avon/Washington Township, including alternate modes of transportation, while
considering that US 36 may or may not be widened by INDOT;
 To seek public opinion regarding proposed improvements: what types of improvements
are appropriate for each east/west corridor, and how available funding should be
prioritized;
 To evaluate the cost‐effectiveness of proposed improvements and select a few
alternatives for further study.

Study Procedure
This study includes the steps of gathering available traffic data and planning documents
relevant to Avon/Washington Township, conducting stakeholder meetings to help flesh out
ideas for improvements, holding public meetings to gain consensus, and summarizing the
results in this report.
The following studies and plans were reviewed:
 Avon Thoroughfare Plan (2007)
 INDOT Long Range Plan (2007)
 US 36 Added Travel Lanes Feasible Alternatives Selection Report (2007)
 2009‐2012 Indianapolis Regional Transportation Improvement Program (2008)
 Hendricks County Transportation Plan – part of The Hendricks County Quality Growth
Strategy (2006)
 INDOT Traffic Forecasts: US 36 in Hendricks/Marion Counties, Indiana (2003)
 Avon Draft Pedestrian and Bicycle Network (2010)
 IndyConnect Draft Plan (2010)
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Traffic data was gathered from the Town of
Avon, INDOT, and Hendricks County to
develop a map of Year 2008 Traffic Counts.
Three small‐group stakeholder meetings were
held to gain information about other projects
planned for the area, potential projects not
currently funded, and to seek ideas for
improvements in the Avon area. Additional
stakeholders were interviewed by phone.
CR 100S
The stakeholders included representatives
from INDOT Central Office and Crawfordsville
District, Town of Danville, City of Indianapolis, Hendricks County, IndyGo, and Central Indiana
Regional Transit Authority (CIRTA).
Two public meetings were held to seek input regarding the types of improvements and
prioritization of improvements to east‐west transportation in Avon. An electronic survey
distributed to meeting participants and posted for the general public sought additional input
from the public.

Potential Transportation Improvements
Alternative Modes
Though transit and non‐motorized modes of transportation are considered to be an important
component of travel in Avon/Washington Township, those particular modes are already the
subject of current and recent planning studies.
A Trails and Sidewalk Master Plan was adopted by the Town in 2010. This study identified and
prioritized walking and bicycling improvements. Multi‐use path routes were identified along
waterways, parallel to roadways, or in utility rights‐of‐way. Priority Loop 1 was identified as a
route following County Road 100 North, Dan Jones Road, County Road 100 South, and White
Lick Creek. Priority Loop 2 was identified as a route along County Road 200 North, Dan Jones
Road, County Road 150 South, and SR 267.
For transit, the Indianapolis MPO embarked on a massive public involvement campaign starting
in February 2010, seeking public input on future rail lines and bus routes for the entire region.
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Those studies are referenced as the primary sources of potential improvements to transit and
non‐motorized modes of transportation for the Avon area.
US 36
The US 36 added travel lanes project is currently on hold. It involved adding a through lane in
each direction, using medians to selectively control access, added turn lanes at intersections,
and a grade‐separated interchange
at US 36 and Ronald Reagan
Parkway. The limits of Phase I
were from I‐465 to Transfer Drive,
entirely within Marion County.
Phase II runs from Transfer Drive to
SR 267, the majority within the
Town of Avon. The cost of Phase II
was estimated at $300 million.

US 36 at Dan Jones Road

While the $300 million project has
stalled, efforts for this study
included identifying smaller, more
cost‐feasible improvements for the

US 36 corridor. Possibilities include:
 Signal system upgrade and interconnect, from County Road 525 East (west of Avon) to
Girls School Road (in Indianapolis). Interconnection links the signals via radio signal to
optimize traffic flow. The estimated cost is approximately $200,000.
 Break down the INDOT project into smaller pieces; improve intersections one at a time,
as needed, at a cost ranging from $500,000‐$3 million per intersection.
 Break down the INDOT project into smaller pieces; construct the interchange at Ronald
Reagan Parkway at a later date. US 36 and Ronald Reagan Parkway can operate as a
signalized intersection until the Parkway is substantially completed and significant
development occurs, raising traffic volumes to a level that justifies the need for an
interchange. Estimated cost $45 million.
 Break down the INDOT project into smaller pieces; use design flexibility to reduce the
cost of the added travel lanes project, and strategically phase the project between
major north/south streets to maximize the effectiveness of each completed phase. The
estimated cost of widening, once the intersection improvements have already been
completed, is approximately $3‐$4 million per mile or about $25‐$30 million from I‐465
to SR 267.
 Continue to employ access management techniques to limit driveway cuts onto US 36,
and take advantage of redevelopment opportunities to eliminate some driveways.
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Continue to construct frontage roads, such as Kingston Street, parallel to US 36 and
encourage connections between private developments.
Update traffic forecasts to provide better timelines for added capacity projects.

Intersection Improvements
Improvements to local intersections help improve flow on the east‐west corridors without
adding through lanes. Depending on the location, a new signal, upgraded signal, or roundabout
may be appropriate. Recent intersection improvements include Dan Jones Road at County
Road 100 North and at County Road 100 South. Upcoming projects include Ronald Reagan
Parkway and County Road 200 North, County Road 900 East and County Road 200 North, and
others. According to the Avon Thoroughfare Plan, nearly every intersection of thoroughfare
roadways either had a recent upgrade or is planned for improvements in the near future.
Continued monitoring of growth and traffic volumes throughout the area will help determine
when such improvements will be needed.
Local Roadway Widening
Four east‐west corridors were considered for
improvements: County Road 200 North,
County Road 100 North, County Road 100
South, and the combined County Road 150
South/200 South. Each of these corridors
traverses the most heavily‐traveled portion
of Avon, from SR 267 to Raceway Road.
Three types of widening, with varying costs
and impacts, were considered for each
CR 100N
corridor:
 2‐3 lane urban section: widen the roadway to have standard 12‐foot lanes. Current lane
widths vary from 9‐12 feet. Carefully analyze turning movements and add turn lanes or
a continuous two‐way center left‐turn lane where volumes warrant. Add curbs, enclose
drainage, and construct sidewalks and/or multi‐use paths. Such an improvement would
have a moderate cost, depending on how much right‐of‐way is to be acquired. The
impacts to residents would be minimal, with no relocations anticipated. Wider lanes
and turn lanes will provide some benefit to traffic.
 5‐lane urban section: widen the roadway to two 12‐foot lanes in each direction with a
continuous center left‐turn lane. Add curbs, enclose drainage, and construct sidewalks
and/or multi‐use paths. This type of improvement has a high cost and significant
impacts to adjacent property owners. However, traffic capacity is doubled with the
additional through lanes, and all left‐turn movements can be accomplished from a
protected lane.
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4‐lane boulevard section: widen the roadway to two 12‐foot lanes in each direction with
a raised, landscaped median or turn lanes at major intersections. Add curbs, enclose
drainage, and construct sidewalks and/or multi‐use paths. This improvement has the
highest cost and has significant impacts on adjacent properties. Traffic capacity is
improved, and the raised median provides added safety benefits. In addition, this
option is the most aesthetically pleasing with increased green space.

Historically, County Roads 100 North and 100 South have been targeted for potential widening
projects. The Avon Thoroughfare Plan calls for widening County Road 100 North to a four‐lane
boulevard from Ronald Reagan Parkway to Raceway Road. Hendricks County had initiated
design work for widening of County Road 100 North, but was using a 5‐lane section which led to
opposition from the Town and some residents. County Road 100 South has been identified for
improvements in conjunction with industrial developments.
The future of these roadways is
complicated by the irregular incorporation
boundaries, such that portions of County
Road 100 North are in Avon and in
unincorporated Hendricks County. County
Road 100 South involves Avon, Hendricks
County, as well as the Town of Plainfield.
In the short term, widened roadways are
expected to carry more traffic to and from
CR 200N
Indianapolis.
Across the county line,
th
Indianapolis has plans to widen 10 Street (County Road 100 North) in the period of 2016‐2020;
however that project is likely to be delayed beyond that timeframe. 10th Street connects
directly with I‐465. There are currently no plans to widen Morris Street (County Road 100
South) and Morris Street does not connect directly to I‐465. Indianapolis’ widening plans are
complicated by narrow railroad overpasses at both 10th Street and Morris Street just east of the
Hendricks County Line.
In the long term, with the completion of Ronald Reagan Parkway, travel patterns are expected
to shift, drawing more traffic to Ronald Reagan Parkway instead of to I‐465. In anticipation of
that shift, the Town should focus improvements around access to Ronald Reagan Parkway
instead of being concerned about extensions to I‐465 within Marion County.
Cost estimates for local roadway widening were developed using very general assumptions
regarding costs per mile and right‐of‐way acquisition. The project limits vary, and were
East-West Transportation Study
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determined by the existing limits of the roadway and for added travel lanes, by the 2035 traffic
projections.
CR 200N, widen to 3 lanes from SR 267 to Raceway Road
CR 200N, widen to 5 lanes from Dan Jones Road to Raceway Road
CR 200N, widen to 4‐lane boulevard from Dan Jones Road to Raceway Road

$7.9 million
$14.6 million
$19.3 million

CR 100N, widen to 3 lanes from County Road 425 East to Raceway Road
CR 100N, widen to 5 lanes from SR 267 to Raceway Road
CR 100N, widen to 4‐lane boulevard from SR 267 to Raceway Road

$15.5 million
$19.3 million
$25.6 million

CR 100S, widen to 3 lanes from SR 267 to Raceway Road
CR 100S, widen to 5 lanes from SR 267 to Raceway Road
CR 100S, widen to 4‐lane boulevard from SR 267 to Raceway Road

$7.7 million
$19.4 million
$25.7 million

CR 150S/200S, widen to 3 lanes from SR 267 to Raceway Road

$9.1 million

Public Involvement
Two public meetings were held, one in
December 2009 for the general public, and
one in June 2010 for Council of
Neighborhoods (CONA) members.
The
purpose of the public meetings was to seek
input regarding the appropriateness of
improvements with respect to the character
of various roadways in Avon, and to prioritize
improvements.
Additionally, the public
meeting served to inform the public of the
current status of transportation projects and
December Public Meeting
to educate them about the pros and cons of
the proposed improvements, to help them form educated opinions. Subsequent to the
meetings, an electronic survey was distributed to meeting participants and posted on the
Town’s website, collecting additional input from the general public.
Between the two public meetings, a total of 26 people participated. An informative
presentation provided the current status of Avon area transportation projects and definitions of
potential roadway improvements. Since Avon recently completed a pedestrian/bicycle plan
and IndyGo and the MPO are currently undergoing region‐wide transit plans, the input focused
on what types of roadway improvements are most appropriate for each corridor. The potential
improvements were described as follows:
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Do Nothing. Continue with ongoing maintenance and preservation projects, but no projects to
add capacity.
Improve Intersections Only. Construct roundabouts or install traffic signals with turn lanes at
intersections experiencing heavy delay.
 This is a relatively low‐cost option with low impacts to neighboring properties. The
benefit to traffic flow is moderate. Intersections can be built now to accommodate
possible future widening, to avoid repeat construction.

Wider Lanes (2‐3 lane section). Replace open‐ditch drainage with curb and gutter closed
drainage. Install sidewalks or multi‐use paths. Widen lanes to 12 feet. Add turn lanes or
passing blisters where needed, or widen three lanes with a two‐way center turn lane.
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This is a moderate‐cost improvement with minor impacts to neighboring properties,
since widening is minor. This improvement has some benefit to traffic, especially where
turn lanes are added.

Widen (5‐lane section). Replace open‐ditch drainage with curb and gutter closed drainage.
Install sidewalks or multi‐use paths. Widen lanes to 12 feet. Widen to a five‐lane section with
two lanes in each direction and a two‐way center turn lane.
 This is a high‐cost improvement with a high level of impact on adjacent properties. The
benefit to traffic is also high, doubling the capacity of the roadway.

Widen (4‐lane boulevard section). Replace open‐ditch drainage with curb and gutter closed
drainage. Install sidewalks or multi‐use paths. Widen lanes to 12 feet. Widen to two lanes in
each direction plus a landscaped center median (or left‐turn lane where needed).
East-West Transportation Study
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This is the highest‐cost improvement, higher than the 5‐lane section. There is a high
level of impact on adjacent properties, similar to the 5‐lane section, due to the
widening. The benefit to traffic is also high, slightly higher than the 5‐lane section due
to the center median.

At each meeting, attendees completed a worksheet describing their opinion: Ultimately (when
traffic volumes are high enough), what is the appropriate improvement for each corridor? The
combined responses are displayed in Figure 1. For County Road 200 North and County Road
150 South/200 South, the Wider Lanes (2‐3 lane section) response was most popular, followed
by Improve Intersections Only. For County Road 100 South, Wider Lanes was also most
popular, followed by Widen (5‐lane section). For County Road 100 North, Widen (5‐lane
section) was the most frequent response followed by Wider Lanes.
From these results, it is apparent that County Road 100 North is the corridor deemed most in
need of improvements. Participants seem to desire upgraded roadways, as indicated by Wider
Lanes being frequent choice for all corridors. Very few respondents indicated that no
improvements are necessary. Few respondents selected the most expensive option, Widen
(Boulevard section).
The second component of public input gave each participant three dollar stickers, representing
their tax dollars. Each person decided how they wanted to spend their tax money by selecting
from the following categories: Transit Improvements, Pedestrian/Bicycle Improvements, Local
Intersection Improvements, Improve US 36 Intersections & Signal Timings, Widen US 36, and
Widen Local East‐West Roads (subcategories 100N, 200N, 100S, 150S/200S). The tallied
responses, displayed as a percentage of the total, are in Figure 2.
East-West Transportation Study
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25
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Widen (Boulevard Section)

15

Widen (5 lane section)
Wider Lanes (2‐3 lane section)
10

Improve Intersections Only
Do Nothing

5

0
CR 200N

CR 100N

CR 100S

CR 150S/ 200S

Figure 1. Public Meeting Responses: Corridor Improvements
Widen Local Road:
150S/ 200S, 4%
Widen US 36, 5%

Widen Local Road:
200 N, 0%

Transit
Improvements, 6%

Improve US 36
Intersections &
Signal Timings,
12%
Local Intersection
Improvements,
13%

Widen Local Road:
100 N, 26%

Pedestrian/Bicycle
Improvements,
19%

Widen Local Road:
100 S, 15%

Figure 2. Public Meeting Responses: Prioritization
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Widening County Road 100 North was the top response with 26% of the allocated tax dollars.
The second highest response was pedestrian/bicycle improvements. Widening County Road
100 South was third, followed by local intersection improvements and US 36 intersection and
signal improvements. The lowest‐priority items were transit improvements and widening US
36, County Road 150 South/200 South, and County Road 200 North.

An electronic survey was posted on the Town’s website to generate responses from a larger
group of Avon‐area residents. The survey was posted for about four weeks; 341 individuals
responded. Ten questions were posed to generate similar information as the public meeting,
but in a format more suited to online use and without the benefit of a preceding informative
presentation. The complete electronic survey results can be found in the Appendix.
Figure 3 shows the survey results for rating each of the east‐west corridors with respect to
congestion. US 36 was regarded as the most congested route. Almost 90% of respondents said
US 36 has severe congestion during certain hours of the day or nearly always. No one
responded that US 36 has no congestion. Few respondents said that the other routes had
“severe congestion nearly always”, but at least one person indicated this for each of the routes.

Figure 3. Electronic Survey Responses: Congestion
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County Road 100 North was rated the second‐most congested route. Most people said that
County Road 100 North has severe congestion during certain hours of the day. County Road
200 North, County Road 100 South, and County Road 150 South/200 South were ranked as the
least congested routes.
Interestingly, even though US 36 was the most congested, most respondents ranked County
Road 100 North as the east‐west corridor most in need of improvements. Over 40% chose
County Road 100 North compared to less than 20% of respondents selecting US 36. This may
indicate that the public is willing to accept a certain level of congestion on US 36, which is the
busiest east‐west roadway in the area, is a state route, and is the heart of shopping and
commerce for the area.
After designating which corridor is most in need of improvements, respondents selected which
type of improvement was most appropriate for the selected corridor. Those results are
displayed in Figure 4. For County Road 100 North, the contributed answers were split between
improving intersections, adding turn lanes, and widening. For those who selected US 36, the
most popular choice was improving intersections. For the remaining routes, intersection and
turn lane improvements were most popular.
Note that lower‐cost improvements like
intersections and turn lanes (68%) were generally favored over higher‐cost widening (51%) or
no improvements (14%).
160
140
I don’t believe any improvements
are necessary.

120
100

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes
(estimated cost $15 to $30
million per corridor).

80
60

Widen from 2 lanes to 3 lanes
(estimated cost $7 to $15 million
per corridor).

40
20

Add turn lanes where needed
(estimated cost $2 to $4 million
per corridor).

0

Improve intersections (estimated
cost $100,000 to $1 million per
intersection).

Figure 4. Survey Responses: Corridor Improvements
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The responses in Figure 4 are different than those in Figure 1, even though the content is
similar. This is due to the language provided in the question. At the public meetings, attendees
selected an improvement for each corridor. On the electronic survey, they selected an
improvement only for the corridor they designated most in need.
Two questions on the electronic survey indicated prioritization of improvements. The first
question ranked transportation improvements by level of importance: Roadway, Connectivity
between modes, Pedestrian/Bicycle, and Transit. Roadway improvements were favored
heavily, with Pedestrian/Bicycle improvements also highly ranked. Connectivity and transit
scored as lower priorities. Results are indicated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Survey Responses: Prioritization by Mode
The second prioritization question distributed $10 across six categories: local intersections,
local widening, US 36 intersections, US 36 widening, pedestrian/bicycle, and transit. Here, local
intersections were top‐ranked, followed by pedestrian/bicycle and local road widening.
East-West Transportation Study
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In order to gauge the public’s willingness to fund the desired improvements, they were asked
how much they would be willing to pay per month to have improvements completed. Answer
choices ranged from $0 to more than $20 per month. About 75% of respondents selected
either $0 or $10 per month. The responses indicate a strong preference for lower‐cost
improvements and little desire to fund expensive projects.
Over 80% of respondents indicated that they would like sidewalks and trails connecting their
neighborhood to other destinations. Residents were also polled regarding transit, in particular,
a park‐and‐ride lot in the Avon area providing express bus service to downtown Indianapolis
that has been previously considered by IndyGo. Six percent of respondents indicated that they
did not want a transit stop in Avon. With respect to location, nearly all suggested retail areas
with large parking lots along US 36. The most popular specific locations along US 36 were:
 22% Beechwood Center (Production Drive, old Cub Foods and Gerdt Furniture, future
site of Ivy Tech)
 18% Wal‐Mart/Hobby Lobby parking lots (between Avon Village Parkway and Gable
Drive intersections)
With respect to cost for such a service, participants were asked what they would be willing to
pay. The choices were, “would not use at any price”, $2, $3 (the current fare for similar express
service to Fishers and Carmel), $4, or $5 one‐way. Only about one‐third of respondents
expressed a willingness to pay the current fare ($3) or higher. Nearly one‐third said they would
not use transit at any price.
In summary of the public survey:
 Over 340 respondents representing dozens of neighborhoods participated.
 Roadway improvements were deemed higher priority than other modes.
 Though US 36 was voted most congested, County Road 100 North was the corridor
voted most in need of improvements.
 Lower‐cost roadway improvements, such as intersection improvements and turn lanes,
were preferred over high‐cost widening.
Full responses to both the public meetings and electronic survey are listed in the Appendix.
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Recommendations
Following are the goals of this study and recommended actions.
Examine INDOT’s proposed US 36 widening and present a unified Town response to the
project.
The US 36 widening has been delayed or cancelled, yet survey respondents ranked US 36 as
the most congested route. Survey participants favored lower‐cost roadway improvements
in general, so perhaps this strategy could be applied to US 36. The list of potential
improvements included several lower‐cost items; in addition, the proposed widening could
be broken into smaller pieces and implemented over time.
Recommendation: The Town should work with INDOT to implement smaller‐scale, cost‐
efficient improvements to US 36, such as signal system upgrade/interconnect and individual
intersection improvements. Near the completion of this report, INDOT reported that signal
updates would take place in fall 2010. As development occurs, the Town should also
continue to apply access management principles and construct frontage roads and
connections between developments.

Develop a comprehensive list of potential improvements to east‐west travel in
Avon/Washington Township, including alternate modes of transportation, while considering
that US 36 may or may not be widened by INDOT.
Recommendation: The Town should consider the following potential improvements to east‐
west travel, by corridor:
CR 200N: Improve intersections with the appropriate treatment (roundabout, signal, other)
as needed. Construct sidewalks or trails where there are none.
CR 100N: Improve intersections with the appropriate treatment as needed, and plan for
future widening. Construct sidewalks or trails where there are none. Add turn lanes where
needed. Widen to add a travel lane in each direction, using updated traffic forecasts to
determine the limits of added travel lanes. Where added travel lanes are not needed,
widen to a three‐lane section (with center turn lane) or improved two‐lane section.
US 36: Coordinate with INDOT regarding signal system interconnect and intersection
improvements. Construct sidewalks or trails where there are none. Enhance crossing
safety at strategic locations with marked crosswalks, pedestrian signals, and refuge islands.
CR 100S: Improve intersections with the appropriate treatment as needed. Construct
sidewalks or trails where there are none. Add turn lanes where needed.
CR 150S/200S: Improve intersections with the appropriate treatment as needed. Construct
sidewalks or trails where there are none. Add turn lanes where needed. Develop a multi‐
East-West Transportation Study
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modal improvement plan for high‐volume vehicle and bus traffic with consideration for
pedestrian/bicycle traffic on County Road 150 South by Avon High School.
Seek public opinion regarding proposed improvements: what types of improvements are
appropriate for each east/west corridor, and how available funding should be prioritized.
Recommendation: The appropriate improvements per corridor are listed under the prior
goal’s recommendations.
Roadway improvements should be top priority for transportation funding, particularly
intersection improvement projects and particularly those along County Road 100 North.
The intersection of County Road 100 North and SR 267 was most often mentioned by survey
respondents; INDOT plans to construct improvements at this intersection in 2012. The
Town should coordinate with INDOT to ensure that the project stays on schedule or
accelerates, if possible. Signal improvements are the top priority along the US 36 corridor.
These are planned for fall 2010. Again, the Town should keep in contact with INDOT
regarding this project. Along the County Road 150 South/200S corridor, the intersections of
County Road 150 South at SR 267 and County Road 150 South at County Road 625 East
were most mentioned in the survey as needing improvements. For the intersection of
County Road 150 South and SR 267, the Town should coordinate with INDOT regarding any
potential improvements. At County Road 150 South and County Road 625 East, the Town
very recently conducted an intersection study, and the appropriate improvement is
currently being discussed.
Pedestrian/bicycle network improvements should be the second priority for funding,
especially along County Road 100 North and County Road 100 South between Dan Jones
and White Lick Creek, which is Priority Loop 1 from the 2010 Plan. County Road 200 North
and County Road 150 South between Dan Jones Road and SR 267 comprise Priority Loop 2
from the same plan. Also, all significant road projects (beyond basic maintenance) along
noted pedestrian/bicycle network corridors should include pedestrian/bicycle
improvements as part of the project.
Further market study should be performed before pursuing transit improvements, such as a
park‐and‐ride stop.
Evaluate the cost‐effectiveness of proposed improvements and select a few alternatives for
further study.
Recommendation: The following improvements warrant further study.
CR 100N: Develop updated traffic forecasts for the study area, and use these to help
determine the need for capacity improvements. Study the County Road 100 North corridor
for the feasibility of potential widening, intersection improvements, and pedestrian
improvements. Use the updated traffic forecasts to determine the limits of added travel
East-West Transportation Study
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lanes, and develop more precise cost estimates for the improvements. Identify possible
funding sources for this work.
Intersections: Develop an updated list of short‐term and long‐term intersection
improvement needs for the Avon area, including locations, improvement type, and cost
estimates.
CR 150S: Evaluate the County Road 150 South corridor between SR 267 and Dan Jones Road
(the segment including Avon High School) for optimized vehicular traffic flow, auxiliary
lanes, and pedestrian improvements. Develop cost estimates for various alternatives.
Non‐Motorized: Identify missing pedestrian/bicycle links on the Priority Loops 1 and 2. Do a
feasibility study for the Town to install sidewalks/trails adjacent to developed or
undevelopable areas, including cost estimates and funding options. Also, identify links
along parcels that are prime for development or redevelopment, and ensure that policies
are in place for a future developer to build these segments.
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Public Meeting Results
The 12/9/2009 meeting was advertised in local
newspapers, on the Town’s website and social
media, on a poster in Town Hall’s lobby, and
by direct invitation to board and commission
members. Seven people attended one of two
meetings, one at 5:30 and one at 7:00 pm.
The 6/8/2010 CONA meeting was by invitation
to current CONA members. The meeting also
contained agenda items not related to this
study. The CONA meeting was not advertised
to the general public.
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Insert meeting results pdfs – page 1
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Insert meeting results pdfs – page 2
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Insert meeting results pdfs – page 3
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Insert meeting results pdfs – page 4
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Public Survey Results
The online survey link was
distributed to participants of
the CONA meeting, published
in the Hendricks County Flyer,
and posted on the Town’s
website. Web link information
and hard copy surveys were
posted in the Town Hall lobby.
The survey was posted online
for about four weeks.
Responses were received by
341 individuals.
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The purpose of the East-West Transportation study is to take a broad look at east-west
transportation needs in Avon. By answering the following 10 questions, you will be assisting
in determining and prioritizing appropriate improvements.
1. Please identify what subdivision you live in or identify the nearest major intersection.
100N & 500E
100N & Dan Jones (3)
100N & SR 267 (2)
100N & 267 (7)
100N & 900 E
100N & Raceway (3)
100N & Ronald Reagan (2)
150N & 425E
200N & 600E
200N & Dan Jones
200N & 267 (3)
200N & Raceway
36 & Dan Jones (6)
36 & 625E (3)
36 & Ronald Reagan Parkway
36 & 267 (8)
36 & 525 (2)
36 & Raceway (2)
36 & 900E (2)
36 & Schiloh Crossing
100S & 267 (2)
100S & 525E
100 S & Dan Jones (2)
150S & 625E (2)
150S & 267 (4)
200S & 45E
300S & 267
Kimberly & 267 (2)
Andrews Addition
Apple Creek
Ashton
Auburn Meadows (3)
Austin Lakes (14)
Avalon Springs (2)
Avon Trails (5)
Avon Woods (2)
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Beechwood Farms (14)
Bentwood (3)
Bridgewater (4)
Cedar Bend
Cedar Mill (2)
Clear Creek
Cobblestone Springs (8)
Country Creek Estates
Crystal Springs (3)
Eden Gate
Forest Commons (6)
Forest Knoll (4)
Glenbrook (4)
Glenfield (2)
Harvest Ridge (9)
Heathermor (4)
Hidden Valley Estates (2)
Hollowbrook (4)
Ians Pointe (3)
Juliet Drive
Lexington Woods (3)
Linden Square (4)
Mapleton at Wynne Farms (2)
Muirfield Village
North Forest Commons (4)
Oak Bend (11)
Oaks of Avon (6)
Oriole Point
Park Place
Park Square Condominiums
Parks at Prestwick
Patterson Woods
Pine Tree Estates (2)
Pines of Avon (5)
Pines West (3)
Prairie Manor

Prestwick (5)
Rankin Terrace
Reserve at Bridgewater (2)
Rudgate in the Woods
Sheffield Park (3)
Shiloh Creek Estates
Shiloh Farms (4)
station Hill
Stonebridge (2)
Stonemill
Stoney Meadow
Stratford of Avon (4)
Summer Ridge
Sunchase (2)
Sunchase Woods (8)
Sycamore Creek (8)
The Reserve at Shiloh Creek
The Settlement (2)
Thornridge (2)
Timber Bend (8)
Turner Trace (2)
Villa Woods
Village Oaks (3)
Wall Street Heights (2)
Washington Quarters (2)
Waterford Lakes (2)
Westover Woods (4)
Whispering Pines (27)
Windmill Pointe
Winton Meadows (2)
Woodcreek Crossing
Woodcreek Farms
Woodland Heights (8)
Woodridge
Wynbrooke
Not a resident (3)
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4. Identify an ideal location for a park-and-ride express bus stop from Avon to
Downtown Indianapolis.

US 36 Corridor
US 36 and SR 267 /
Kroger
US 36 and 900E, YMCA,
Honda/Toyota
Don't know
Shiloh Crossing, Target,
US 36 and RRP
US 36 and Raceway /
Meijer
Do not want
US 36 and Dan Jones /
Avon Station / Lowe's
Other*
Wal‐Mart, Hobby Lobby
Beechwood Center, Old
Cub‐Gerdt

*Other locations suggested:
 Town Hall
 Any available parking lot
 CR 100N and RRP / Clarian West
 CR 100S and RRP / CR 100S corridor
 CR 200S corridor
 Ben Davis (10th Street in Indianapolis)
 Avon High School (CR 150S)
 US 36 and CR 625E
 Central or West side of Avon
 East or Northeast side of Avon
 CR 200N Corridor
 CR 100N and Raceway Road
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6.
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5.
7.

8.
6.

“Other improvements – Please
specify.”
Results on the next page
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160

Answers to #7 and #8
combined

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

I don’t believe any improvements
are necessary.
Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes
(estimated cost $15 to $30 million
per corridor).
Widen from 2 lanes to 3 lanes
(estimated cost $7 to $15 million
per corridor).
Add turn lanes where needed
(estimated cost $2 to $4 million
per corridor).
Improve intersections (estimated
cost $100,000 to $1 million per
intersection).

Other improvements – Please
CR 100N;100N & SR267 - TURN LANES!
specify.
CR 100N;10th and 267
124 Responses.
CR 100N;10th and 900E is a problem-not sure what to do
CR 100N;2 lanes but widened/shoulder
CR 100N;267 and 100N traffic backs up past our entrance every morn and evening
CR 100N;267 over the train tracks!!! Should have been a bridge built there years ago. It's a major headache. I drive for a
living around here and so have been very frustrated with the train stops there. It's the worst problem in Avon!
CR 100N;3 lanes with center converting between an east lane in the morning and a west lane in the afternoon for rush hour
traffic (similar to Fall Creek Parkway)
CR 100N;900 E at 100 N is ridiculous.
CR 100N;Add a paved shoulder - even an additional yard on each side would be nice
CR 100N;add michigan left turns(you can not turn left must turn right and complete a U turn)
CR 100N;Add more roundabouts they effectively move traffic
CR 100N;Add Sidewalks / Bike Corridor !!!!
CR 100N;Add sidewalks to 100N (at least from dan jones to ronald reagan)
CR 100N;Add turn lanes at 100N and 267!! That light is unbearable to wait through.
CR 100N;All that can be done with funds available and that can be found.
CR 100N;Arrows for left turners at 100N & 267
CR 100N;bike lanes, pedestrian crossings
CR 100N;circuit timing of lights with turn lanes
CR 100N;CR 200N - 2nd choice - Same improvements; Repaving of CR's 100N, 200N, 100S and 150/200S
CR 100N;Do not widen the roadways. Widened roadways only encourage more vehicle traffic.
CR 100N;Especially west bound 100 N at SR 267
CR 100N;fix 267 10th street intersection!
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CR 100N;Fix the 900 E offset at 100 N & fix 100 N & 267 smooth & add turn lanes
CR 100N;Have needed turn lanes on 10th and 267 since day one.
CR 100N;Include pedestrian route with #8 above
CR 100N;intersection 100n and SR 267
CR 100N;Intersection improvements at 150S and 267. A left turn lane at the least!
CR 100N;intersection of 625E & 36 is a dangerous joke
CR 100N;Left turn trafic signals-all directions at 10th & 267
CR 100N;More Roundabouts
CR 100N;Need shoulders in many areas
CR 100N;On 36, would like to see cross walks from Target to Best Buy. Dangerous now for folks who cross and happens a lot
now.
CR 100N;paved shoulder to savely move over for emergency vehicles and safe for bicycles and pedestrians.
CR 100N;referring above to 10th & 267; need left turn lanes
CR 100N;Resurface and widen
CR 100N;Road surface on 100 N is terrible in some places.
CR 100N;ROUND A BOUTS where possible.
CR 100N;Same for CR 100S - improvements would relieve traffic from US 36
CR 100N;sidewalks
CR 100N;Some cities have three lane roads with the center lane changing direction to accomodate rush hour traffic.
CR 100N;ST RD 267 and CR100N really needs improved
CR 100N;Take the large dip out of the intersection at CR 100N and 267. Speeds are drastically reduced and cars often
bottom out when heading east-west across intersection.
CR 100N;The intersection at 10th and 267 is in need of turn lanes and /or other improvemtns. It gets quite backed up there.
CR 100N;Turn lanes at 100 North and 267. Same for 200 North
CR 100N;turn lanes, round abouts, and improvments should be done as needed per intersection
CR 100N;We need North South corridor improvement - Bridge over conrail yards on SR267 and finish Ronald Reagon over
Conrail yards
CR 100N;Widen 100N & add left turn lanes where intersects with St Rd 267
CR 100N;Widen 10th street and place round about at 10th street and 900E, MAJOR traffic hazzard!
CR 100N;widen 5 lanes to 6 with three lanes each direction with turn lanes and stop lights where needed
CR 100N;widen roads and more business will come
CR 100N;Work with Danville to take it as far west as possible
CR 100S;Bicycle path on Dan Jones Rd
CR 100S;Change the timing of the light at 625 & 100S so that the North/South traffic gets a longer light. It is VERY frustrating
to sit at this light headed north on 625E every morning and NOT have the light on a shorter cycle for the N/S traffic. It used to
be that the light would change when you approached it heading N or S, now it does not and it is extremely frustrating to sit
there for a LONG light and not have any traffic at all come from the east or west.
CR 100S;Do not widen roadways. Connections and alternative transportation is needed.
CR 100S;East and West Turn lanes at 267 and 100 N
CR 100S;Either widen to 3 or 4 lanes. Include curbs and pedestrian paths.
CR 100S;fill pot holes, paint lines
CR 100S;Limited Stop Lights and Stops Signs on 100S
CR 100S;North/South Corridor needs to be rushed
CR 100S;Repavement
CR 100S;Resurfacing CR 100 S & CR 150 S
CR 100S;smooth pavement
CR 150S/CR 200S;267 and Avon HS road - needs at least a turn lane!
CR 150S/CR 200S;267 BRIDGE OVER RAILROAD TRACKS
CR 150S/CR 200S;4 way stop at 150 and 625
CR 150S/CR 200S;Add bike lanes to this corrider allowing access to other bike corridors
CR 150S/CR 200S;Add stop lights which have left turn arrows -- cheaper, but would move traffic
CR 150S/CR 200S;CR 150S and SR 267, High school traffic is terrible
CR 150S/CR 200S;Improve intersections and include multi-use trails
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CR 150S/CR 200S;Improve surfaces (get rid of patchwork roads)
CR 150S/CR 200S;intersection at 150S and Whispering Pines entrance
CR 150S/CR 200S;It depends on the intersection: 150S & 267 needs turn lanes in all directions, 625E & 150S needs a
roundabout or stoplight, the intersection at the high school needs widened
CR 150S/CR 200S;large roundabout at Whispering Pines entrance or better visability (CR 150S and CR 650)
CR 150S/CR 200S;Look to the future(30yrs). Don't put a bandaid on a major issue.
CR 150S/CR 200S;more connections to major roads like US 40 & Rockville Road over railroad tracks. CR200S needs repaved
west of Ronald Reagan. Needs improvement at CR 200S turning north on Raceway.
CR 150S/CR 200S;Or round about added for congestion/ flow of traffic
CR 150S/CR 200S;Repave
CR 150S/CR 200S;repave
CR 150S/CR 200S;Repave in front of high school to signal at Dan Jones.
CR 150S/CR 200S;resurface 200S from Dan Jones to Ronald Reagan
CR 150S/CR 200S;road reconstruction
CR 150S/CR 200S;Road repaved
CR 150S/CR 200S;Round abouts at every main intersection on connecting roads from Plainfield to Brownsburg
CR 150S/CR 200S;There needs to be an improvement made at the intersection of 267 and 150 South, it is a mess during
school.
CR 150S/CR 200S;We need a roundabout outside of Whispering Pines. It is VERY dangerous getting in and out of our
neighborhood because foliage blocks our view on 625 in both directions. We need left turn lanes off of SR 267 onto 150S.
CR 150S/CR 200S;widen 267
CR 150S/CR 200S;With Ronald Regan coming through it would be easier to use 150/200 s and ease up on 36
CR 200N;more round-a-bouts!
CR 200N;pave shoulders and add curbs
CR 200N;paving
No east-west roadways need improvements; County 300 S (township) and 267 needs widening add turn lanes
No east-west roadways need improvements; I'm not familiar with some of these roads and thus it is hard to to choose an
option above.
No east-west roadways need improvements; Intersection at U.S. 36 & 525, and U.S. 36 & the east end of old 36
No east-west roadways need improvements; Turn lanes on SR 267 S between CR 150 & Township line road should be added
US 36;3 lanes each direction
US 36;3 lanes in each direction, with median all the way through from 465 to 267!
US 36;3-LANES EA. DIREC. W/ LIMITED ACCESS
US 36;A median down the center so people don't use it as a "launching pad" when trying to merge.
US 36;Access roads to shopping centers to reduce the number of traffic lights on US Highway 36.
US 36;Better signal timing.
US 36;Build access roads for the businesses
US 36;Conversion to limited access freeway like Keystone Avenue in Carmel, start by removing stoplights at minor
intersection like 900 E and Production Dr. Make those intersection right turn only, and use the existing shoulder as a "on
ramp". Implement the "Michagan Left" for those intersections too. Time the remaining lights. Begin building overpasses and
use collectors like the drives in front of Wal-Mart and Hobby Lobby to route traffic to the intersections with overpasses for "left
turns" on US 36. Then eliminate as many curb cuts as possible.
US 36;Correct current timing of stoplights on US 36.
US 36;Correct cycling of major traffic lights.
US 36;CR 100 N and CR 100 are in equal need to improve to 3 lanes while US 36 should be
US 36;Divide 36 into an expressway down center, and use round about intersections and side roads to feed businesses and
load 36 at mile increments, thus eliminating lights and stop and go traffic. The expressway could be designed for elevated train
supports for future high speed transit to downtown Indy.
US 36;have sensors on all stoplights on 36 so traffic doesn't have to stop and wait at stripmalls where no one is on the cross
street; quit adding stoplights to 36
US 36;Lights seem to be timed badly, adding to congestion
US 36;look at light coordination for better traffic flow at peak times
US 36;Make an express lane that goes toward the city in the morning and away from the city in the evening without all the stop
lights on 36!
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US 36;Michigan "Left Turns" as they have on Woodward Avenue
US 36;Need to Partner with Indianapolis to expand rest of 100N/10st
US 36;Service Roads are needed!! That eliminates some stoplights!
US 36;Synchronization of traffic lights on US 36 to move traffic more smoothly. Study of traffic lights for turn lanes to identify
which are too long/short to help improve traffic flow.
US 36;There's a constant, horrible congestion problem at Raceway and 36-something needs to be done!!
US 36;Too many small intersections are controlled by traffic lights - eliminate some of these.Add turn lanes instead. Lengthen
the green light time in the east -west direction during peak hour. Consider big roundabouts at major intersections to keep traffic
moving - these work well in europe.
US 36;Too Many Stoplights. Could we have a frontage road for businesses, with the center 5 (or more) lanes being
expressways to the major intersections?
US 36;traffic lighsts need to be times better. when you stop at a red light you should be able to proceed with out going one
block and having to stop at another light, very poor traffic flow.
US 36;US 36 W. of Dan Jones needes a face lift.. unattractive, undesirable
US 36;US36 should be 3 lanes each direction & CR100N should be 2 lanes each direction.
US 36;We NEED a stop light or a reduced speed area on Rockville Rd. and Austin Lakes. With the "improvements" that have
been done to Dan Jones and the Avon Station we are basically trapped in the neighborhood if it is morning rush hour, evening
rush hour or a Friday, Saturday or Sunday. If the "improvements" would have been made prior to buying my house, I never
would have bought in this neighborhood. The only safe way to go east was to go to Dan Jones and make a left to take the light
at Rockville. Now we are not able to make the left, and I understand trying to make Dan Jones safer, but in doing so it is
incredibly dangerous to go east on Rockville Road now. I would rather be hit on Dan Jones, than Rockville Road with speeds
in excess of 50 mph. Surely you guys know this, right? Please do something to make my neighborhood safe to live in and
drive out of.
US 36;Widen 36 to 6 lanes (ie US 31 in Greenwood)
US 36;Widen u.s. 36 (add one more lane each direction
US 36;Widen with less lights and efficient turn lanes

9.

If you selected Severe
Congestion, please
describe specific location
along corridor.
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If you selected Severe
CR 200N; Dan Jones,and intersection also, Raceway and intersection
Congestion, please describe
CR 100N; 100 N and US 36: entire length from SR 267 to Raceway
specific location along
CR 100N; 100N & 267, Dan Jones & 100S, 150/200S
CR 100N; CR 100N & 267, US36 & 267
corridor (responses sorted by
CR 100N; Intersection of CR 100N and 267
corridor)
CR 100N; any where on 36
CR 100N; from Dan Jones to Country Club
CR 100N; 100 N at 267 is awful in all directions at all times of day - really needs turn lanes & turn signals. Also 267 at the
railroad crossing - we really need that bridge/overpass.
CR 100N; 267 and 100N Needs turn lanes, US 36 from Raceway through Walmart
CR 100N; CR 100N & CR 900E
CR 100N; 267 intersection. Needs turn lanes badly.
CR 100N; 465 to danville
CR 100N; Everywhere
CR 100N; CR 100 N at SR 267, the entire length of Avon on US 36
CR 100N; Intersection of CR 900E & CR 100N
US 36; 100 N and US 36: entire length from SR 267 to Raceway
US 36; Executive Dr and 36
US 36; 100N & 267, Dan Jones & 100S, 150/200S
US 36; the whole thing
US 36; The lights from Meijer to Walmart
US 36; Ronald Reagan, then turn to go Walmart from Raceway, 267
US 36; from 465 to 267
US 36; Raceway and 36-constant congestion, constant fender benders happening
US 36; CR 100N & 267, US36 & 267
US 36; From 267 to Raceway
US 36; intersection at 267 and 10th street!
US 36; east bound as you approach the shopping centers, Walmart, Meijers, etc.
US 36; East side from Raceway to Walmart
US 36; any where on 36
US 36; Rockville Road and Ronald Reagan.
US 36; east of Dan Jones
US 36; CR 100 N / CR 900 E
US 36; From I465 to Raceway Rd at evening rush hour
US 36; From 625 E to I-465
US 36; US 36 along most of its length: 100N at SR 267
US 36; From Raceway to 267
US 36; 267 to raceway
US 36; Dan Jones and 36
US 36; township line and 267
US 36; Entire corridor
US 36; Raceway all the way to Dan Jones
US 36; The entire 36 corridor is congested all day long
US 36; From 465 to Danville
US 36; 465 to 267
US 36; Raceway Road to 267
US 36; The entire stretch on Saturdays, starting at 10 AM
US 36; ALL
US 36; from Dan Jones to Country Club
US 36; Please coordinate the stoplights along 36 including new ones
US 36; Too many lights impede traffic flow need to limit entrances
US 36; S.R.267 TO DAN JONES RD.
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US 36; from 465 to 267
US 36; US36 - Raceway - Dan Jones / 100N & 267
US 36; Dan Jones,and intersection also, Raceway and intersection
US 36; from 267 to Raceway
US 36; US 36 between Dan Jones and Raceway
US 36; From Raceway road on west.
US 36; Dan Jones & 36 then light timing @ Walmart then Hobby Lobby, light timing in general on 36 is bad between 267 &
Raceway, in addition we should not install any additional lights on 36 in this area regardless of what commercial activity is built
US 36; 100 N at 267 is awful in all directions at all times of day - really needs turn lanes & turn signals. Also 267 at the railroad
crossing - we really need that bridge/overpass.
US 36; between Raceway and 267
US 36; EVERYWHERE ON US36!!!!!
US 36; From Target east to Kroger
US 36; 267 and 100N Needs turn lanes, US 36 from Raceway through Walmart
US 36; 267 East to Raceway
US 36; Regardless all East/West corridor is going to get worse!
US 36; Dan Jones intersection
US 36; From Wal-Mart to Raceway
US 36; Avon
US 36; 800 e west to 267
US 36; entire section from Raceway to SR267
US 36; 267 Intersection to Marion County
US 36; Raceway to Walmart and Dan Jones to 267
US 36; between Raceway and Dan Jones, backed up at all traffic lights
US 36; Intersection of US36/Raceway Rd.
US 36; 36 is awful. i avoid it like the plague.
US 36; All of US 36
US 36; All of 36 is usually congested all day
US 36; 267 to Raceway
US 36; Between 465 and SR 267
US 36; 625 and 200 especially before and after highschool
US 36; 36 and Dan Jones is the worst!
US 36; CR625E to County Line Road (Raceway Road)
US 36; Dan Jones and US 36, East of this intersection along US 36
US 36; All of Hwy 36 in Avon
US 36; Dan Jones rd and east
US 36; Between Dan Jones and Raceway
US 36; at Dan Jones
US 36; dan jones and us 36
US 36; Mernards area on Rockville
US 36; 150S and 267
US 36; All along 36 from 465 to Dan Jones
US 36; RACEWAY TO SR 267
US 36; all along Rockville Rd at all times pretty much
US 36; Generally all the time
US 36; 267 to Raceway
US 36; SR 267 THRU RACEWAY
US 36; 36 and Dan Jones heading East gets VERY congested nearly every single day - such that you can barely get thru the
light at Bob Evans heading East on 36 (backed up past that light from the light at Dan Jones) 100N gets pretty congested at
267 when you are going either east or west because there is no way for cars to get around when someone is turning left. If you
could just get by them on the right while they are sitting to turn left, it would help immensely.
US 36; 267 all the way into Indianapolis!
US 36; From 625E through Raceway Road.
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US 36; most of the area between 267 to the town line
US 36; throughout all of hendricks county
US 36; from County Line Road to 267
US 36; All
US 36; Between SR 267 and Raceway Road, especially between 267 and Dan Jones.
US 36; all along the corridor
US 36; Needs relief via 10th street or some other east west route.
US 36; At intersections through Avon.
US 36; Dan Jones Road intersection
US 36; Several - near Raceway Rd., near Dan Jones
US 36; c.r. 550 (prestwick) to raceway road
US 36; 465 to danville
US 36; Everywhere
US 36; The light as approaching Dan Jones. It's very congested most times even if light traffic at other areas. Driving West.
US 36; 267 into Indy
US 36; CR200N/Dan Jones & 100N/850 E
US 36; CR 100 N at SR 267, the entire length of Avon on US 36
US 36; Between Country Club Road and Dan Jones
US 36; from 465 to SR267
US 36; US 36 needs to have more lanes..it's awful trying to go either way
US 36; US 36 most, but 100N is where widening is a must
US 36; the whole corridor 267 to 465
CR 100S; 100N & 267, Dan Jones & 100S, 150/200S
CR 100S; any where on 36
CR 100S; dan jones and us 36
CR 150S/200S; 100N & 267, Dan Jones & 100S, 150/200S
CR 150S/200S; 150S - HIGH SCHOOL TRAFFIC - NO TURN LANES
CR 150S/200S; Dan Jones,and intersection also, Raceway and intersection
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10.

11. Please describe any other comments related to transportation improvements.
Some common themes:






40 expressed favor for pedestrian/bicycle improvements.
25 requested turn lanes at some location along SR 267 (at CR 100N, CR 150S, and other
locations).
18 liked roundabouts in general or suggested locations for future roundabouts.
16 hope for a grade-separated rail crossing on SR 267 south of US 36.
15 think that signal timings on US 36 should be improved.

All comments (211 total) are listed below.






Need to focus on improving 100 N and 100 S as alternatives to US 36. Also, sidewalks are needed, along with pedestrian
crosswalks across US 36. A good start has been made with the overlay for US 36, now planning should be started to make it
look inviting to come into Avon, not just a route to get out of Indianapolis.
The round about at Dan Jones and 100 S has really helped. I think with the new industrial park going in between CSX and
200 South that 100S, 200S, 900E, and 1025E need to be widdend
SR 267 is a primary road in need of turn lanes
before building all of the new subdivisions look at the impact on the local roads and improve them first before starting
construction.
Intersections with turn arrows seem more safe and less uncertain as to when drivers can make a left turn when oncoming
traffic is turning left also. i.e. 150 south at 36 and 100 North at 36 . I believe the High School light is of utmost importance
with the student drivers.
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If I HAD to pay it would be to widen 100N and 100S and relieve US 36. But if I'm taxed on road improvement I might consider
moving from Avon. I already pay way more on sewer than I could possibly use being a single adult with no children. The
round about at 100N has caused getting out of the subdivision to be more difficult during rush hour and during church times
on Sunday.
Dan Jones turned out very nice. 625 needs work. 265 R/R needs a bridge or hold CSX accountable for blocking the road
for more than 20min at some points.
Pedestrian/bicycle..Very weak in comparison to other communities.. link us to Plainfield Local Insterstions: Green up & face
lift older sections Road Widening: Get Ronald Reagan done to free up SR 267 & Dan Jones
267 needs left turn lanes desperately. Also, a bridge over the tracks on 267 just south of 36 is desperately needed as
well!!!!!!!!!!
light rail/rail/bus service is desperately needed, if the metro area expects to grow.
Ask the school bus drivers at Avon, they will be able to tell you more about trouble spots around the town.
There needs to be a bridge over the RR crossing at CR 267 near US 36. There is a lot of congestion on 267 waiting for the
train to pass.
We must find more reliable ways for folks to get downtown from Avon without depending on having their own vehicle.
The bicycle/pedestrian network needs to be completed as soon as possible. I think it would improve the feel of Avon and
make it more like a small town and not just a stop along US 36.
Sidewalks to elementary and middle schools are much-needed and can relieve traffic congestion through 'walking school bus'
programs.
Pedestrian Bridges over SR36. Widening and making more crossings(Bridges) of the CSX R/R tracks.
Making 36 wider defeats the purpose trying to make Avon more like a small town. Need to put a halt on the house
construction and over population of our school systems.
Turn lanes or arrows for 100N & 267
Improve timing and sensors on lights along 36 - they're a mess and that shouldn't take all that much money; I already pay too
much taxes - what are you doing with all of that money???? don't let idiots going 20 mph drive on 36; Outlaw texting and
newspaper reading while driving; quit building plastic houses in all the corn fields and there won't be so much congestion
The north to south roads are awful. Very limited on number of roads that travel north and south.
The intersection of 150S and the Whispering Pines neighborhood/625E is a dangerous area. People on 625E travel near 50
mph and not the speed limit of 30 mph. This makes it hard to turn left onto 625E from the east/west streets. The trees block
the view of 625E also making it hard to safely turn onto or travel across 625E from Whispering Pines. Traffic counters were
out last week on this intersection, however the traffic counters should be installed during the school year. During school
hours, this intersection is congested and quite dangerous for our high schoolers, bus drivers, and residents. If leaving WP
during school traffic times, it can take 5 mins to pull out of the neighborhood, sometimes more if turning left. A roundabout
would be a perfect solution for this intersection. It would slow down the traffic on 625E, make it safer for the high schoolers to
turn onto 150S and make it safer for the residents of 625E pulling out of the neighborhood. Please improve this intersection!
In additon, the hill north of Whispering Pines is also unsafe. This stretch of road needs to be expanded. Shoulders need to
be added and/or the lanes widened. Almost each day driving on this stretch a car is riding the yellow line or moving over to
avoid being in the oncoming lane. I'm not sure why this is an issue for many drivers, but a wider roadway may decrease this
issue. Thank you for providing this survey.
267 in front of our addition Timber Grove is very dangerous. Speed Limit too fast comapared to other strips on 267. The
worst part is going north on 267, there are 3 areas to pass on the right as others turn west into additions. Ours is the first
west with no room to pass on the right. It appears there is room so people speed up to pass rather than slow down for us to
turn west and wait for oncoming traffic. Reducung the speed limit would be an easy cheap fix to begin with.
Turn lanes at intersections without turn lights cause too much confusion. Keep all commercial businesses on US36. Use
CR100N and CR100S as "express" routes with fewer to no stops (E-W) with continuous center turn lane. 2 lane roundabouts
are too dangerous.
I know this is an east-west study, but to get to an east-west street, I must drive SR 267 south......which means I sit through the
light at 150S? (where the high school is) a minimum of 3-4 light changes. It would improve traffic flow greatly to have lights
with a left turn arrow at that intersection.........at ALL intersections!
Its all about TIMING, on US 36 all stoplights from 465 to 267 and Dan Jones need to be timed properly to keep the traffic
flowing! They are not timed in sequence at ALL!
The fact that there are only two nearby intersections (Dan Jones and Raceway) that cross over the train tracks is a huge
detriment for traffic flow. Concentrating on completing the Ronald Reagan Road should be a priority. We bike a lot as a
family and it's hard that ther aren't any connecting trails/sidewalks/shoulders on the county roads in Avon for us to safely bike.
Luckily we are within a few miles of Plainfields' trail system and can connect, but only after traveling on 200 S/950 E where
there aren't any shoulders!
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I've noticed intersections are the most congested, not necessarily the two lane roads over three or four, but improved turn
lanes for intersections would be helpful to alleviate congestion. Roundabouts seem to be more helpful when they are two
lanes and can separate traffic. Although traffic patterns may change once Ronald Reagan connects from US 36 to US 40.
US36 has been designated an aterial road in a previous transporation study--it's a clogged artery. Remove the stoplight at
Ronald Regan and 200N. I think it's made traffic worse. It seems like most cars have to stop and wait, even when there is no
other traffic! I answered $10/month for how much I'm willing to pay, but I don't really like the question. I already pay fuel
taxes and a wheel surcharge to pay for road maintenance/improvements. I've very concerned about the funding methods
envisioned. I do not support additional income or sales taxes for any of these improvemenets, especially alternative transit. I
would potentially support a property tax levy or additional wheel tax on vehicle registration, but I wonder what my gas tax is
doing?
Traffic signal at 100 North and Ronald Reagan Pkwy are bad, turn signals in the middle of the night with no traffic in the lanes,
etc. Please do something to change on sensors! Turn lane on westbound 100 North at Rt 267 - Please!
I would really like to see more trails develop for walking, Running and biking.
At the moment, taxes are a bigger concern to me than going crazy with additional road improvements. I'm having enough
trouble getting where I need to go with the number of construction projects already ongoing.
Turn lanes on 267 at 150S. Biggest problem on 36 is traffic light timing. There are times when I get a red at nearly every
intersection. This would be a lot cheaper than widening to 6 lanes.
Although I believe public transportation is important, specifically to downtown Indy, I think the trail network is a vital part of
improving the current state of Avon as well as attracting new residents and businesses.
I think that the roundabouts alone have done a lot to improve east-west travel in Avon. I would love to have the ability to use
my bicycle as a mode of alternative local transportation - but that currently feels very risky. Simple things like should space or
an extra (3rd) lane would make this much more feasible.
I realize 267 is a State Road, but it needs help!! At 36 and 267 that intersection needs improvement...in front of Chase bank,
there needs to be a good turn lane to turn right to go East there. As well as a turn lane to turn from 267 behind Chase...that
can back traffic up. 267 and 150 S...there needs to be turn lanes there or a round about would be great. There also needs to
be more speed limit signs up on 100 S in front of Pine Tree and on Dan Jones going North right after the round about...signs
with flashing yellow/orange lights on top of the 25 mph speed limit school signs when school is in session. I'm tired of trying to
go the speed limit in those zones and having people tail gate me because they don't see the speed limit signs in there. The
police presense there is great when I see them. They can always get speeders in those school zones. But more signs would
help with the flashing lights to grab drivers attentions thru those places. On 100N, the 900 East area, is crazy...the zig zag to
go across 100N on 900 E can be a challenge, and I'm sure there have been plenty of wrecks there. I like the
roundabouts...just wish others were more educated in how to use them! Dan Jones flows smoother now...until school gets
back in session. I noticed right before school recessed for the summer that the light at Lowes isn't set correctly with the new
light system at 36 and Dan Jones. So, once school starts up, you're going to have traffic backed up once again going North
on Dan Jones up the train bridge to that particular light by Lowes. It was doing that right after the walk ways and lights were
put in at the intersection there at 36 and 800. But since school was out three days later, the traffic flow wasn't bad. Just wait
until August 18th at that light at Lowes! It's also much much better by Burger King. I have personally seen around 3-4
wrecks between BK and CVS...so it's a great improvement. Saved some lives too probably. Slowly, things are looking pretty
good. The connecting bridge for Ronald Reagan will be great, but we need help over the 267 tracks!
Thank you.
Please, please consider a turn lane at the Avon Washington Township Public Library or reducing the speed in this area.
Another bad accident today while a patron was turning in. For a public location with many people turning in daily...please
consider something to help this dangerous situtation. Lots of semis and dump trucks fly through this area to 10th street.
An overpass on 267 at the tracks south of 36 is the improvement MOST needed in our town. However, voters should have a
MUCH bigger say (ie. tax levies) in how and why we are taxed. Building multi-million dollar schools with every possible
amenity, for example, and then expecting us to support all kinds of road improvement taxes in addition is, in my opinion,
irresponsible and assuming on the part of our county reps.
North South improvements would also help E/W congestion. Ron Regan will help and if 267 had a under/over pass at
railroad.
obviously $10 won't fix anything! US 36 is beyond fixing! Too crowded now.
To keep in line with the current US Secretary of Transportation's ideas, we should focus on enabling and improving alternate
modes of transportation. Bicycle lanes and paths would do this. I thought bicycle lanes would be included in the Subdivision
Control Ordinance and require developers to share some of the cost. As for questions 7, 8, and 9, since I don't travel on
100N or 200N very often, I felt that I could not give meaningful answers to those questions. A "Don't Know" choice would
have been helpful. Thanks.
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I can't believe the county is adding more round-a-bouts at locations that I seldom see congestion & not fixing locations that get
severe congestion because of no turn lanes or signal. The round-a-bouts are a hazard to pedestrian & bicycle traffic, there is
no stopping traffic and I now refuse to take my kids riding over to the school because I can't trust that I can get them safely
through without being hit by a car or truck that is speeding through. What good is the investment in bike & walking trails if you
can 't safely get to them?
Please syncronize the lights on 36. You are stopped at about 50% of the lights.
US 36 needs better synchronization of its traffic lights. Too often you proceed through a green light just to come up to a red
light that's just a few yards away. This really backs up traffic. A simple project to find out which intersections are the worst
offenders is to equip a few cars with GPS's and stop watches to record data. It should be a matter of better computer
programming of the traffic lights. You might get some of the local High Schools involved to do the recording and save some
money on research. I love the traffic circles on the back roads, they have really cut down on the traffic.
All roads need paved shoulders wide enough for bicycle transportation and for save pull over for emergency vehicles.
There should be paved shoulders on all roads so people can ride bikes or walk safely on the roads
An enforced minium speed limit would help, it is not the fast traffic that causes problems it is the person who is driving 15
mph below the speed limit.
Again, Avon needs to think of SERVICE ROADS like they use down south! That eliminates so many stoplights and people
turning in and out on the road on Rockville Rd.
Multi-lane roudabouts are dangerous, people are using the one that's already built as a high speed passing lane. Instead of
blowing money on things like roundabouts you need to spend money on slowing traffic down to the speed limit, I live in a
30mph zone on N 900 E and people fly by at over 50mph. Since 900 E has no sidewalks it makes it very dangerous for the
residents that live here. We can't ride bikes, we can't walk anywhere or some idiot doing twice the speed limit will run over us.
need to look at raceway and US36 backups during evening rushhour
Please make construction crews give better notice before closing a road. Too often we see the sign go up the day of, or the
day before, work begins.
Raceway Rd intersection at US36 needs improvement. Put center barricade on Raceway to block left turns from parking lot
exits closest to US36 & expand left turn lane. Add more sidewalks EVERYWHERE!!! With no public transportation, you can't
even walk anywhere because there are no shoulders on the roads only deep drainage ditches.
A sidewalk is needed along 900 E. between 200S and US 40.
# 1. Dan Jones N & S at US 36, you should only be able to turn Left with a left turn light not with a green light. Two/three cars
making a left clear the intersection on a yellow/red light blocking left turns from US 36 on to Dan Jones on their green turn
arrow. This jams up traffic on US 36. # 2. Stops lights on US 36 should be timed so that at posted speed, you should not
have to stop at each light which caused a major back up on US 36 during the day.
The installed roundabouts have really improved wait times at intersections. More lanes and median restrictions at Dan Jones
& US 36 have also made area noticably safer. I would like to see the 267-CR100N intersection changed to a roundabout, or if
not feasible, at least with lane additions and turn arrows added
We really do not like any of the options, we would have preferred something be done about the massive growth 10 years ago.
We moved here because we liked a more rural area and now it has become like 38th street (including increased crime.) 38th
street is like a ghost town now because everything has moved to Avon or Plainfield. We would have built in Marion County if
we wanted that. We do not believe public transportation will ease congestion, and will only bring more problems and more
crime.
When 100N was modified for the bank, another 20 feet of blacktop would have created at least a left turn lane for west bound
traffic. Why wasn't it done?
I would like to see more thought put into bike/pedestrian trails. Sidewalks are NOT ideal for cyclists. Paved trails, similar to
Plainfield's network are great. It would be nice to have similar trails that connect to their network, as well as the B&O Trail
currently being constructed.
the evening northbound traffic on raceway to 36 has got to beTHE number 1 worst intersection in the area. the left turn light is
so short sometimes only 4 cars make it through; and there is a line under the underpass. loads of cars cut thru meijer to save
time (up to 20 minutes). And, Why are the roundabouts 2 lanes when the traffic is 1 lane. it only invites cars to pass on the
turn or outside cars to keep going when the inside car wants out. it isnt rocket science. if you have to have 2 lanes for some
unknown reason then the outside lane should ALWAYS be a right turn only. then the only thing people will have to do is
manage to merge.
Need lane at CR200 and Ind 267 to allow passing on right when cars are turning left onto CR200 at stoplight.
The Intersection of 100 N and 950(?) E, (the one by WalMart) is very busy. Consider roundabout.
Just that is really backed up on 100 north and 267. People getting out from the Gas America makes it even worse. Put turn
lanes or a roundabout.
Turn lanes at 267 and township Line Rd! roundabout at 200 S. is not worth the cost!
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Do not make any improvements unless you have the money. No borrowing or tax raises.
I'd love to see a bike path along 625E from 36 all the way down to 300 South (and or cutting over from 625E to Vestal Road).
This would allow connection to Plainfield's extensive bike paths without the risk on 625E where cars ALWAYS exceed the
speed limit by 20 to 30 mph. Narrow road with low visibility at points.
I am a school bus driver and recognize that there is traffic to contend with. One thing that is very taxing on a schools bus
driver keeping on schedule is road construction. Could this type of construction be an after hours or overnight task as
opposed to one that holds up traffic in the busy parts of the day?
Give up on roundabouts. People do not know how to use them. I have almost been hit several times when people pass me
and then cut me off. Proper turn lanes and controled signals cheaper and much safer.
Raceway needs to be improved / widened as it is always backed up. Intersection of 36 & Raceway is backed up severly
causing people to use parking lots to get around. Need Ronald Reagan Parkway to be finished from CR 200S to 36. There
aren't enough corridors north south from 40 to Rockville causing major backups on the only two options & one of those is
been restricted due to construction.
Allow left turns onto Dan Jones Rd near the U.S. 36 intersection, remove roundabouts
Widen 100N
I keep hearing how Avon wants to be like Carmel. I know their taxes are higher, but they also have quite a few roads that are
multiple lanes that run east to west as well as north to south. We are behind the 8 ball with our roads in the Avon area.
Avon isn't as bad as Castleton yet, but it is a close 2nd.
None of this is worth a hoot if Indianapolis does not make the corresponding lane increase on its side between 465 and Avon
border.
We NEED sidewalks!
There should be sidewalks holding the community together, we say we are trying to be healthier and trying to save the
environment but you could easily get hit by a car trying to do both. It would help the community be an actual community that
works together, plainfield has walkways connecting all major roads, why doesnt avon?
100N and 267 needs to be widened
Why spend money on roundabouts where there is virtually no reason for the turnabout ie: 200N Dan Jones Road..take care of
real problem areas..Go to Stonebridge Addition at 5pm daily and see what happens or 9am or 9:30am or 4:30pm or...you
repave and then do nothing to alleviate traffic at 267 and 100N
Having a pedistrian bridge over US36 could facilitiate bike and foot transportation between multiple schools, merchants,
library and parks if sidewalks/trails were on major local rds/ thoroughfares. Having an overpass of the train track is needed
to alleviate both congestion but importantly safety issue as traffic now backs up from 267x north onto US 36.
I dislike the double-lane roundabouts when they are placed in a two-lane road. People use all of the lanes at the same time.
Why wasn't 3 lane widenig used ass part of the Dan Jones project? Too much swerving arouns left turrning vehicles is a
safety concern.
The traffic signal at Ronald Reagan & CR 100N actuates much too fast when transitioning from Green to Red especially at
non-peak hours of the daytime. Additionally, consideration should be given to a transit service that not only is express to
downtown, but traverses some major locations within the Avon community.
A bridge to go over the tracks on 267, widening of Dan Jones from avon to plainfield.
4-way stop at CR 625 E and CR 150 S. Left turn lanes on CR 625 E turning onto CR 100S. Left turn lanes from CR 300S to
SR 267. Light at Rockville Rd/CE 625 E have longer left turn arrow from Rockville to south on 625 during peak traffic times.
If you need the publics input then you should get the $55,000 back that you just wasted on a study. WHY DOES EVERY
NEED A STUDY? THATS WHAT WE PAY OFFICIALS FOR. SPEND THE MONEY ON WHAT NEEDS DONE NOT ON
STUDIES STUPID!
100N SR 267 intersection needs turn lanes in all directions. Westbound backs up severely at evening rush.
Avon is now at a point where Fishers has been. We could stop uncontrolled growth on 36 and build an expressway, sideroads, and future high speed rail supports to accommodate 50year traffic flows. The problem with 36 hwy is low budget fixes
that if all added up would have built this grand design. If we can develop the master plan and build the first phase of side
roads and roundabouts then the expressway can be built with out traffic snarls. The result would top any Carmel design and
would put Avon and Danville back in the running for growth. Plainfield has worked hard the develop its streets, Avon has done
little over these past ten years while experiencing 36% annual growth.
From 1999 to present, the congestion of 36 from Shiloh to Dan Jones has become greater due to all the restaurants, etc.
which have been added.
I support the Ronald Reagan Expressway bridge over the Big Four Railroad Yard.
Traffic light timing is a bit of a problem throughout Avon during rush hour. There seems to be a big concern with cramming
retail space rather than fixing problems first. It would be great to be able to walk to and from retail stores and eating
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On US 36 the area from Ronald Regan to CR 900. The light timing could be improved to help traffic flow. On CR 100 N it
gets very congested where it interesects with CR 900 with people trying to turn or head north/south on 900 E. The problem
with that road is that it zig/zags when it meets 100 N perhaps a round about would help reduce that congestion.
Turning lanes in the east - west direction or a roundabout is needed at the intersection of CR100 N and 267.
I do not support road widening as I believe it's costly and it does not address the real problem of traffic flow. What is the plan
to widen US 36 if that's the route taken? There seems to be some logistic problems with that in terms of land. As for CR 100N
why not put a roundabout on CR 100N/State Rd 267? By doing this you don't have to dig up half of my yard next to the road
to add a left turn lane that will just end up impeding traffic when everyone wants to turn left.
200N, 100N, 150/200S & 100S, Dan Jones, 267, Raceway Rd should all be improved, 267 & 100N intersection is horrible,
267 south of 36 at RR tracks is ridiculous...thr Ronald Reagan should be completed ASAP then major east/west secondaries
tied in and improved. in the future new subdivisions should not be approved unless the roda are improved at same time,
including sidewalks that actually go somewhere.
Southbound 267 really needs a turn lane to go east on 200 North - long backups & dangerous maneuevers result. Also, that
quote by Ryan Cannon about there not really being a traffic problem in Avon - please tell me that was a misquote? Otherwise,
he must be using a helicopter to get around, not something with wheels.
Force marion county to improve 10th Street!
Connecting the commercial parking lots N and S along 36 through Avon will relieve traffic and turning and improve safety on
36 itself. Require that in any future building.
Going south on 267 and turning east on the road going to the high school needs a left turn signal during peak school hours.
I dislike the idea of having 100 N. or 100 S. widened. Intersection improvement is all that is needed.
need green light turn signal heading north at 150S and dan jones-- need bigger turn lane to turn west toward high school
NO more traffic circles.
Something needs to be done about the current timing of stoplights on US36. Despite what the "powers that be" say, the lights
are not timed correctly. For example, if I leave the Target lot turning westbound on US36, going the speed limit, I get stopped
by the lights by Beauty Brands, Wal-Mart, and the Toyota dealership. This should not be happening. I understand that US36
should not be a racetrack, but stopping at every light between 465 and 267 is absolutely ridiculous. It also does not matter
what time of day it is either. We are turning into traffic like Castleton on a daily basis, especially between Raceway Road and
the Wal-Mart. My family has started avoiding shopping in the Avon area on the weekends because the traffic is so horrible.
Numerous wrecks occur on US 36 due to increased traffic. The road can no longer handle this amount of traffic in its current
condition.
There is still the need for a bridge over the railroad on 267 just south of 36. The congestion through there is ridiculous!!
I do not understand why nothing is in the works for the intersection of 267 and 150 South. This is a very congested
intersection with no way to safely go around someone making a left turn onto 150 South from 267.
There are NO, other than 36 four lane roads in Avon! I have suggested this before but Avon has an opportunity to make Dan
Jones Rd. between 36 and 300S into a beautiful boulevard just like the did to Little Chicago Rd in Noblesville between SR32
& SR38, with four lanes and turn lanes with a grassy median with trees. This would be a very nice gateway into Avon. Most
visitors use this road going to school functions.
To help with US36 congestion, if the lights can be timed to allow better flow that would greatly help. Example; going west in
the evening - Race way turns green, Meijer light turns Red backing everyone up thru the Raceway intersection, that one turns
green, Regan turns red - that keeps happening all the way to the Wal-Mart. Something needs to be done about those lights.
Also since when does the Wal-Mart traffic get priority over US36. 3 times now I've seen the light change when a car pulls up
to the intersection - US36 had just gotten the green, a car pulls up to leave wal-mart and the light turns instantly to red - only 3
cars on US36 made it thru the light.
Widening roadways and adding more lanes only contribute to futute problems. Take action on measures that encourage
people to park their vehicles and walk and ride their bikes. Plan Avon in a manner that makes the statement "we are a
destination" not "a place to speed through on your way to some other desination". Focus on improvements within our
community and not to other locations outside our community.
I love the roundabouts, but please make sure that you continue the excellent 4-lane roundabouts 100S is great. Note the
"rework" Carmel has done on many of their smaller roundabouts. Those are always bad choices.
SR 267 RR crossing south of US 36
would really like to have neighborhoods connected to the parks by pedestrian and bicycle trails. need to widen 100N and
100S.
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This is like promising to repair the roof when it is raining and then when it the sun is shining being distracted by something
else. I am sorry the economy is bad but this would put a lot of people to work and then save a lot of people money when the
economy recovers. It would be commendable if you could get CSX to participate because they have right of ways that seem
to go well into the city.
Looking to the future please consider connecting 21st to I465 and widen to 4 lanes to SR 39. Also connect Rd 100 S to I465
and extend to SR 267. Such improvements would significantly reduce traffic on US36. Connect as many as possible of dead
end roads leading south from US36 so that traffic can move east and west without having to use US36 (a service road along
the RR track). Widen Rd 100 N to 4 lanes from Chapel Hill to SR 267. Work with the state to widen SR 267 to 4 lanes
between Plainfield and Brownsburg and add bridge over railroad.
None
There are still areas on CR 100 North that need repaving
Not my original idea, but why not make 100s, 150/200s,100n, 200n one way (any directions you want) from 267 to raceway
rd.
Completion of Reagan Parkway is most pressing. The paving of the street between Beechwood Farms and 36 is also sorely
needed.
Town is doing a wonderful job with transportation improvements. Thanks!
Biggest issue is 10th street in Marion Cty--it needs to be widened from Raceway thru the RR tunnel.
Beechwood Farms subdivision is a rather small subdivision but we receive a lot of traffic going through our subdivision to get
to other subdivisions. It would be nice to have another entrance into the new subdivision, Groves of Beechwood
Avon is far behind neighboring communities in development of pedestrian/bicycle network. The improvements at Dan Jones
and Rockville Road are wonderful but more work is needed to allow for foot traffic in more areas. Sidewalk along Rockville
are infront of businesses but do not connect with other walkways so therefore relatively inefficient.
Currently only two major North, South corridors and increased intermodal traffic causes incerased back-ups and potential
delays of emergency vehicles.
we need to address the train track issue on 267. that is one of the biggest headaches for all residents. I would like to see
something done with that, long before addressing anything e/w bound.
I think you try to put in round about on 100S and 100N. Then construct roads from North to South over Railroad tracks.
Currently you have to travel from Raceway to Dan Jones. That is a long stretch. Many people travel east to go back west just
to get around the railroad tracks. The round about seems to help the flow of traffic. If you made it more efficient to travel into
Indy on 100S and 100N less people would use US36. Also the North and South Roads will help people get to shopping
centers without using US36. Long term look to make US36 like an interstate. I think an engineer could incorporate round
about and interstate off ramps to make US36 efficient for many years.
Would appreciate a walk/bicycle path accross the R.R. Bridge on Dan Jones
100 N is in awful condition and needs additional lanes
LOVE THE ROUND-ABOUTS
There is a need for transit service to northside not just downtown
Create four way stop at Hwy 625 and 150S
It would be nice to connect the road from the Groves Subdivsion to the road near Buttons and Bows to minimize traffic in my
neighborhood
Please finish paving the road at the Button & Bows Daycare Center to reduce Groves and other subdivision traffic through
Beechwood Farms Drive.
beechwood farm dr needs to be finished and the grooves subdividsion needs access to us 36 via the unfinished road beezer
started by buttons and bows
US 36 is congested at times but it is four lanes. 267 & 100N backs up and hard to turn onto 267 when going West.
Signal light timing needs improvement. You should be able to drive down 36 at the posted speed limit during rush hour
without stopping at every light.
Additional E-W corridors are needed as are N-S routes.
Build a Fly-Over through the rail track on 267
To relieve the traffic on Beechwood Farms Drive and some congestion on Dan Jones Road, the Groves of Beechwood Farms
subdivision must have a completely paved street to US-36.
the roundabout size at Raceway/CR 100S is too small to handle the level of traffic
LEOs should enforce the practice that "slower traffic stays to the RIGHT!" Ticket drivers that sit in the left lane and or don't
signal a lane change. This is taught in drivers ed to but is not enforced. This would be a HUGE driving culture shift for
Americans, but would have a great outcome in the end. Money would be generated in the effort and drivers would learn the
proper way to drive.
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The need to eliminate and stops on the East-West corridors. Also the addition of Emergency Responder Stop Lights-a strob is
at each intersection with a red and as the Emergency approaches it changes the signal to green in the direction of travel of
the Emergency Vehicle and red for cross traffic. Syncronized the Lights along US 36 and look at the elimination of some of
the red lights by the use of access roads.
Completion of road at Buttons and Bows connecting The Groves of Beechwood and Route 36.
We seem very poorly planned and reactive and spend funds given for one area on another. This and zoning practices have
me considering moving and taking my vote and tax dollars with me.
Sidewalks and bicycle corridors should be a priority for getting to school / work / library / grocery....if people could walk or bike
safely; that would alleviate them using the roads. (Great example 267 - if you don't drive, how else can you get to the Avon
library or the park???)
Beechwood Farms Drive has far too much traffic from other subdivisions. To relieve this traffic the Groves of Beechwood
Farms subdivision needs to have their own fully paved and completed road to US-36 please finish paving the road at the
Button & Bows Daycare Center to reduce Groves and other subdivision traffic through Beechwood Farms Drive.
The intersection of 625 and 150 needs improvement before a fatal accident occurs. Visibility is horrible, and during any kind of
poor weather it is even more dangerous. I do not want school bus or a car full of children to be hit due to these issues. Its a
scary intersection. At least trim the trees back for visibility. I feel like I am risking my life and that of my children, coming out of
Whispering Pines everyday. In addition, I know this is about east/west roads, but 625 needs to be paved and to have the
shoulders of the road improved.
Finish Ronald Reagan Parkway!
We need more north/south roads to help offset the load on Raceway and Dan Jones roads; both are heavily congested!!!
150/200 just doesn't work to make a thru street. Intersection of 200 with Dan Jones is getting bad, probably needs light.
We need to think about getting more businesses into Avon. No band-aids for roadwork. Think big future. Widen access into
Avon, this will encourage people to travel the road, therefore bringing business.
Need light at 150s and 625E and Pine Trees need trimmed, you cannot see cars coming it is very dangerous in the morning.
Need a turn lane at dan jones and 150s turning west.
Would like to see a bridge over RR tracks on 267 to save on traffic backups.
I am not in favor of bus transportation from downtown to Avon. In my opinion it will cause more ham than good as far as
crime goes.
There should be a four-way stop at CR625E & CR150S. Lights on 36 should be timed to allow for continuous travel East in
mornings and continuous travel West in evenings. There should be a right turn lane for turning North from 200 South onto
Dan Jones.
THE ROUND A BOUTS HAVE GREATLY IMPROVED TRAFFIC FLOW.0
Suggest one lane round-abouts at both 100S and 625E and at 150S and 625E.
Widen Dan Jones to 3 lanes.
CR 150 S and CR 625 E need a 4 way stop. Someone is going to get killed.
There is way too much traffic on Beechwood Farms Dr. It is highly traveled and very dangerous. I have three children that
play outside all the time. There are many times that I fear for them getting hit. I think we need speed bumps and the entrance
to the Groves sub. road to be completed at Buttons Bows
Roundabouts should only be 1 lane--too many people can't seem to figure out the 2-lane roundabout rules.
To relieve congestion/traffic in our subdivision - I'd like to see the Groves road completed by Buttons & Bows daycare - so
their neighborhood people would use it instead of cutting thru out neighborhood.
We are in desperate need of pedestrian and bicycle networks. This would be great for environmental as well as health
reasons.
bridge/ tunnel at 267 rairoad crossing just south of 36
While it won't likely help with congestion, bike lanes would be a tremendous asset to make our community more livable.
Especially with the BO trail going in... lanes leading to that woudl be great!
Pedestrian walkways and bicycle paths are very important to us. We would love to have easier access to the parks without
having to drive. It would make Avon more family friendly.
We desprately need more pedestrain networks throughout Avon.
Lights on 36 should be timed to allow for continuous travel East in mornings and continuous travel West in evenings. There
should be a left turn arrow for turning west from Dan Jones onto 150 South. There should be a right turn lane for turning
North from 200 South onto Dan Jones. There should be a four way stop at 625 East and 150 South!
The intersection at 625E and 36 (heading North) needs to be improved so that you can turn Right (East) onto Rockville road
without having to take your car to the shop the next day. It also needs to be widened a little bit so that cars can turn Right
while cars are waiting to turn left or go straight thru. This intersection has been in BAD shape for a long time, and quite
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honestly I don't think it would take that much $$ to make it nice enough to not damage a cars' suspension, and also make it a
much less congested intersection. There are times when cars get backed up 12 - 15 deep simply due to the fact that you
cannot get around cars that are turning left.
We can do some simple/cheap things that would help a lot: 1. Trim trees around intersections (especially 625E/150S)! 2.
Repaint strips 3. Add turn lanes or roundabouts at busy intersections like: SR267/100N, (really all the intersections along SR
267 need turn lanes) 4. Connect the Avon/Washington Townships park trails to the Plainfield trails via the White Lick creek
corridor.
Connect the new Beezer development to 36 ... as planned by Beezer ... traffic through the Beechwood Farm community is
very heavy ... especially with people from Harvest Ridge looking to avoid the Dan Jones and CR100N intersection
Connect the existing sidewalks on 100 North from the Middle school eastward. We need to quit spending so much money
on non-essential transportation improvements.
Need to work more closely with INDOT in a positive and proactive manner to get them to keep Avon Area projects on shorter
time schedules, especially SR 267 intersections. Also push to have every US 36 signalized intersection include a designated
and signalized pedestrian crossing, even where the trail or sidewalk isn't there yet.
I feel like tansit service and expanded pedestrian/bicycle networks go hand in hand. I would be willing to pay more in taxes to
have better transit if the transit were connected to going downtown, like the IndyConnect plan. I would invest more in
expanding the walkability and biking ability in Avon as well and I think a lot of residents feel this way, especially those that
located to Avon from other developed suburbs.
Public transportation is a waste of money and is NEVER profitable which means all taxpayers pay and I dont want to pay!
As long as there are cars, Avon is and will be a car town. It is too spread out for anything else to work. Therefore, wasting $
on public transportations presents a tremendous opportunity costs. All $ designated for improvement simply must go to our
overtaxed roads and highways. Bike and pedestrian paths should be considered for aesthetic and lifestyle value, but are not
practical transportation alternatives.
Dan Jones and 36
267 needs some work
You have not addressed the biggest Avon transportation need which is more north-south corridors
These type of surveys are GREAT tools to share with planners, town council and staff. The pdf stype newsletters that Gus
Pearcy assists/handles is a good means to let the Town's light shine bright.
Need improved traffic light coordination. Many times I am stopped first in line on westbound 36 at Ron Reagan. The light
turns green and I go, only to see the light turn red at Target.
It would be a great service to us residents in rual areas if we had public transportation to get us to grocery stores, doctor's
office and work at local industrial parks. With time a well structured transit system would cut down the vehicle congestion in
industrial parks and downtown. Something to think about.
Would love to see a transit service in Avon...that would decongest (i believe) alot of the traffic to and from Indianapolis.
Fixing #267
All main roads should have sidewalks so that people are able to bike from their homes to various commercial locations in
Avon. The light at 100N and Ronald Reagan Parkway has severe timing issues - yellow is way too short. It's only a matter of
time until another fatality occurs.
Tough job - thanks for trying. Keep those round abouts coming they are very helpful and good.
A combination of US 36 widening and intersection improvements along with CR 100 N and CR 100 S widening and
intersection improvements woudl probably be best in my opinion
900 E between 200N and US 36 needs much improvement
Adopt Complete Streets policy for the Town of Avon. Connectivity of bike paths, sidewalks and neighborhoods is vital to the
health and well being of our community.
Maybe install a left turn signal at Dan Jones and 150 S. - heading north on Dan Jones and trying to make a left turn at 150 S.
can take several signal changes to make it through.
timed lights along US 36
Need decent east/west access from avon....
I love roundabouts!!
get ron reagan done asap!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
none
You need to address congestion inside Marion co. Before any Avon improvements can be effective.
I think 100N & 267 is the worst problem existing at this time. The intersection of 100N & 900E also needs attention. I would
also like to see the Walking/Biking trail extended from Sycamore Estates through the woods East of 267 up to 100N where
the large sewer lines were run a few years ago. Then they could be extended towards the East to the Middle School.
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Avon/Washington Twnshp is still operating as if it is a small town rather than the largest town in county. There are too many
people and too much traffic to keep pretending that the narrow 2 lane roads are going to cut it. Get rid of the gravel shoulders
and install curbs, pedestrian paths, and even street lights. The intersection at 100S and 625E is awful! The town, the
township, and the county need to work together to improve all of the major streets in the township. The Dan Jones - US 36
intersection is much improved with the sidewalks and crosswalk. Now, if we could only get there without driving. Tree City
USA should be more pedestrian-friendly.
many roundabouts have been bilt however people drive them incorrectly I see many people driving in the middle of the
roundabout and not signaling. I know laws have been written for them Please enforce them more strictly!!!!!! on EVERYONE
At 100N and 267, that intersection is what I am thinking of with every dollar earmarked for local improvement. From it needing
a left turn lane for west bound traffic (how come Hendricks National didn't help with costs of that?) to the unevenness of the
cross over road that results in bottom of car almost hitting pavement. It's poor at this time to say the least. So under par, that I
tell myself it must be part of a master plan and already slated for improvements. Also again, cross walks from Best Buy to
Target entrances are much needed. I see many individuals attempting to cross the large intersection with strollers, etc and
they look frightened. I would also like to walk from my home to Target but feel drivers would be unaware of my children's
presence without the support of crosswalks to draw attention to foot traffic. Thank you for seeking my input. Your hard work
and thought into this is very encouraging.
It may be too late to remedy 36. 36 may be one of those things we merely tolerate.
The intersection at 100 N and 850E always has major backup at rush hour. The roaundabout at 200S appears unnecessary
as there is rarely in cars at the current intersection. 200N and Dan jones should have been a higher priority.
There are sidewalks in Avon, but they are not connected. They seemto be sidewalks that lead to nowhere.
100N and 267 seem to be the worst intersection in the town. Other than that, the addition of sidewalks and/or bike lanes
would be greatly appreciated. Avon is big enough for everyone but small enough that I should be able to ride or walk to the
store, to work, or to school. Bike racks would also be appreciated as well. If we can ride them but not park them, we risk
losing our bikes to crime and we won't use the bike paths anyway...
I'm not much for public transportation from Avon to Downtown Indy since I rarely have a need to visit downtown. During the
hours I drive most it seems that US36 is the biggest problem. Of course that's where all of the commerce is and that's where
everyone seems to be heading. It seems as though alleviating some of that congestion would make the most sense. Maybe
by either expanding 36 or upgrading one or both 100N and 100S.
Improvements of street lighting, crosswalks and sidewalks on major town roadways.
Would love to have trail system like Plainfield! We are constantly driving over there to use their trails and bike paths. Would
be nice to just leave directly from our house!
There are some of these roads that I don't travel too much, so I am not sure that my answers are accurate. I personally would
probably not use transit to downtown, but my fiance would and I would like to see a bus option that is more convenient. My
preference would be to have the bus system move into Hendricks County, but an express transit option would be beneficial if
that is not an option.
The Town is doing a great job with intersection improvments needs to invest in trails now.
I would love to see a bridge constructed over the rail on 267.
north/ south roads 267 and Dan Jones need improvement as well. Going north/south through town is more annoying than the
large # of stop lights on 36
I have lived in Glenbrook Addition for 30 years and have NEVER seen as many accidents as I have in the past 8 years right
out front of our addition. It's almost impossible to turn left out of there anymore due to the expansion of Avon. Please put a
stop light up in front of Glenbrook before someone gets killed.
time light at dan jones and lowes to allow one to not have to stop & 100 N and Stonebridge...paint a straight arrow so that
cars get over in proper lane and don't clip the front of our vehicles off
Spend widening $ on 100N
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